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Government Presidents
Get Ready For Regents
By RAY ZOGORSKI
Staff Writer

Student government presidents from six state-supported
universities passed with little
change the proposed revisions
of the Board of Regents Operating Manual. They will ask
the Board to approve.
The Council of Student Body
P residents, met here Sunday,
Aug. 11, and made minor
changes in wording and
phrasing on their final draft.
In addition to approving the
work of the revision subcommittee, plans were made and
reports given on various
studies on s ubjects concerning
student bodies.

Looking Towa_
rd _The Fall These students are sitting in the patio to the east of the Education Building, with the new Social Science Building, scheduled
to open this fall, in the ba,ckgrounf}. The Education Building

itseH "just opened last January. The Physical Education
Building may be seen in the rear right.

SA ConS.idering Me1J1bership
In National SA Association

THE COUKCIL of Student
Body Presidents was formed
last year to protest tuition increases.
Lyman F letcher,
pr esident of Florida State
University s tudent government and chairman of the

"·

national or gap~pY.(lJI, _ -, _
J'Yla_!Jh_att~m. K_aDS8.S. • _ •. ,~ --J!.rf1g1€!llt; __ Conference . . _They
Vic~epresident ---Ft:~ nk-"~ fil~f ':~:~~ ~"1\Js~SA · is ·a cl:lrif~~efa,.-7:::-:wilr'not,-sta y _for the USNSA
les arid Sen. Steve· A1idei:;; :' :tfon p.{ over ·300 college and · National Congress held to exson or Chuck Toriki11 will at- , i.mi_ver:sity student - goveq1- . c hange ideas and determine
tend Thursday .and Friday af -rrients: It was found~ in 1947 · tbe . next year's policies and
Kansas St a t e University; ·t-o prom9te ~nter-campu$ coop- , ,programs and elect national
. . __
eri$on: nati'onally and to ·"rep- officers.
:f-eSen_t the United States in the Winkles said, " the USNSA
international student. world.
gives student 1 e a d e r s a
' -'
cha.~.ce to get together and
·· THE ·USN.SA offers many · .sp~l k on issues pertinent to
s,ervice:s - to its ' mem ber cols student bodies." He hopes t he
. lege!; -and individual students . S.A. ·c.ari br ing a referendum
.-. · All stu<ients are -members _of before the students no later
.~ •' ' USN~A if i:heir colle_ge . than the second quarter to
·
·
· choose between USNSA and
·
Jmns. ~
.. , . .
. Sem,_c ~s _fqr stud~nt gove~1 - _ t S:G.
m ents mclude : information · · . · _·
services, · publications · . and , .
LETTER to prospecconsulatations with USNSA _ tive ~embers, the USNSA
specialists,' Weekly maiWI~. c'.s tr~saj its desire -to " provide
QUES')l~;: What do I have to do to get my $15' on current national p r()gr~0t:::.b~~ ~-jervi«::es for student 's
and suggestions on improVi_~g ._· wel{are and economic well
back when I graduate?
student government program, . beinf protect basjc student
. ANSWER: In order to get your Breakage fee you ming, regional and 3-ational . ..rights, and promote the stuconferen_«::es on sutiJects of .dent role in the decision makmust go- to the cashiers'· office, and fi_ll out a form student inte rest, leadership ing of µn iversity life ."
thei·~; It will t?ke approximately six we~ks for your training and international stuUSNSA is not a political orch~ck
reft1nded. ·
dent service bringing foreign ga!)ization. It does not s peak
, :·
delegations to US campuses, · for all American students but
· ·QUESTION: Why isn't CBS 20,6 (second section of a nd cooperative effo rts join- . claims to be the most r ~preBiQlogy) beirig offered thl~-Fa.ll,? -·
ing stude~t governments· to sentative s tudent organization
· · · -- · · - · · ·-· · ~
~ work on educational and so- in the United States. .:
, ANSWER: 01~. J ames ·Ray ,_chairman of,the _
cial problems.·
·- USNSA is a ·non°profit, nonology Depar.tment ,. si id Jt has always been the pro-INDIVIDUAL SERVICES, in~ :parti~ · e ducation - associacedure to offer only CBS . 206 ' in the fall., All sections elude : trave l, low-cost tours - ·ti-qn: ffe~olµtions are passed
are available to students-in the summer .. When just an.d s ummer jobs a br o_ad and oi} _political issues but this is
one.'.COUl:S~.is .dffered·.-iri the fall, the Jtaff can be em- tr_avel_ information,_ low-cost :not ·'the '. m ain -purpose of the
·
lif
t
l t
organization. Schools must
ployed to handl~ -a greater number of st~dents when . e m~l)rance, ~a iona s u- . only a ccep·t the Constitution
·t · ,·.· · · ;· ·t· · t demand
' dent discount Wlth the new
I IS;rn gr ea es
- .- .
USNSA American Student a nd by-laws, and are not
If a .student is·-in ,a•bindi aµ(! .needs the course, he - Discount Cards, International bound by USNSA policy.
carr,,attempt
pie~· it up'~)L qjedit by" Examination. . Student I.D. good for disTHE ORGANIZATION is

· The Student . ·Associa tion
(S.A.) will send two obse1-vers
to the next convention of the
United States National Student Association (USNSA) to
consider membership · in the

~ D l ~ ~~1l9I@jJfil

IN: i .

tobe

~i- .

to

~~

, QUE.ST-ION :i·~ at,
~tihances of applying for
on~carnpus .residenee for t~faU-now?

~~:!

THE OPERATING Manual
of the Board of Regents and
the proposals to be taken to
them, are broad guidelines for
student activity.
The Council will meet with
the Deans of Student Affairs
on Aug. 26 and with the university presidents Sept. 26,
before seeing the Regents,
Sept. 27.
Major revisions cover freedom of expression in speakers
on ca mpus, pamphlets and
petitions, the right of assembly, and student publications;
student organizations, _ reconition, membership, and advisors ; s tudent freedom and re&lJOnsibility in self-governing
and allocating student fees;
the right of review and hearings ; the institutional responsibility for student conduct,
means for students to formulate policy, and the handling
of violations; and student welfa re in hearings, and violations of rules.

Photo by David Saulter

The Top Student Brass
Clyde Taylor (University of Florida), Scott Barnett (USF),
Lyman Fletcher (FSU), and Richard Wells (U. of West
FJorida) ans wer questions at press conference held aft.er
· the Council Meeting Sunday.

and state allo cations s!Jould
be sought. Keller added, " The
REPORTS WERE made on state reaps the benefits of
a paper concerning the . stu- good ed~cation. Our , state
dent's .role in the University ~chool system shoU;ldn lack
s··stem progre~s on loweriilo- _. If we want t o. provide excelJ
' '
·
. e d uca ti on' . I n the
the
voting
age :sin Florida
a nd"' l enc~ rn
. end
the significant "increased stu- Florida students are gomg to
·d t
" th C
T
reflect their $800 per year
en ~ower,
e · _ounc1 s education.,,
role with the new Florida:"constitution, and junior college
Student Senator Steve Antransfers.
derson, discussed his quaster
system s t u d y, emphasizing
A detailed study by Al Kel- that he found the s y s t e. m
ler on student tuition showed " grossly ineffective."
that Florida is lagging behind
The study was favorably reon the money spent on each
student for higher education . ceived by the Regents and
they will conduct their own
Keller used a figure com- study of the sys tem. The
Photo by David Saulter
puting the dollars per student study is to end no later than
Lunch Time
per year saying that Florida December in time for next
spends anywhere from $800- year calendar changes, includConference attendees eat
860 per student for teaching ing active involvement of stulunch in the old president's
one year .
dining room in the Univerdents and faculty, and a vote
on the quarter system no later
sity Center.
HE RANKED USF third in than second quarter, 1971.
the Southeast, but said we are
sfill far behind schools in t he
STEVE ANDERSON was
Council said, " The proposed Northeast and West. National
m ade cha irman of t he student
revisions are . basic policy average allocation is $1100 per
delegation for the study. The
changes and amendments s tudent. Some schools spend other six members of the
made to keep cur r ent the , as m uch as $2000 per student. committee will be fr:o m facul- ·
Board of Regents Operating
Keller believed that any in- ty and a dministration.
Manual."
At a press conference, the
The Council meets once- a crease in funds would have to
month with the Board of Re- come from the state and- not pr esidents of the council comgents . Fletcher, said the from an increase in tuition. mented on several of the issu_e s raised. Clyde Taylor,
group's pur pose \Vas to "comThe consensus was tha t a n president of the University of
municate with the sta te ad- increase in tuition was (in
Florida, said, " We are getting
m inistration a nd represent the Fletcher 's word s) " inevit-certain rights, but also clearma jority 'of Florida students.'' able." The steep increases in
ing up a broad and vague
F letcher said the main goal tuition initiated in the last hvo ~manual. There are lots of
of the Council was "recogni- years was opposed unanimous- tim es the adm inistration says
tion of student government as ly.
its hands are tied, saying, 'I
a body that students can look
can't change this policy. ' "
THE COUNCIL a greed that
Scott Barnett, president of
other revenues besides tuition

!

USF Student Association, described it as an "opport unity
for the Regents to have issues
decided by the local administration."

F t!ETCH~R SAID, "Students don't know what is expected of them, or what are
the proper cha nnels." He sa id
that more contact with student government was a possible answer .
He a dded that m uch confusion resulted from t he " ambiguous and vague manner "
of the Manual. "This eventually results in a breakdown of
respect for institutions and
those who r un them."
R ichard Allen, representative from Florida A&M, said
that speakers of all beliefs
were "needed to fulfill the
state's obligation to educate ."
Barnett said, "What is a
university without free expression ?"

TAYLOR SAID, " Why
should there be a difference
with speakers on campus and
off?"
All the presidents said they
understood the Regents position as a " buffer " standing
between the desires of the st udents and the taxpayer s of the
state.
F letcher said we " appreciate their position, but we s till
think t here is a problem· of
communication and m isunderstanding. There is a need to
establish a meaningful dialogue, and that is t he major
purpose of this Council."

Library Announces

~~°:~! o~~. t:~~~~a~~~i: t ~; : ~:
~~ur~~:er;;~~~ll a::
Hours For Break
ings in yolimteer I summer ·school dues levied accor ding
The University Library will
--··
·
wor k, and inte rna tional athlet- to size
· of student body. Every
.,
- - ,.;s.;;,
,,.remain open between Quarter
. ANSWER: -:·Acc~rdir:lg.-~<l:.Bernard Abbott, assis- ic competition.
one dollar of school dues a re IV and the opening of Quarter
' tarit direct6r -01fhousing--:thf_fsummer, ·an on~campus
The S.A. is also inter eS ted matched -by $45 from other I. A new time schedule will be
howsing is taken; Residents:'.a re now being .referred to in anoth er organization simi- sources. USF would pay $277. used however .
.
,
- ,
lar to the USNSA, · The Associ- Both Winkles and Barnett
Starting August 25 and conFontana and DeSoto halls." _;" .
ation of Student Governments
agree that membership would tinuing through September 29,
(ASG) . ASG is more "issue be a " good buy."
the library will be open from
'. QUESTION: ·I s it true that there will be people or ientated" than U S N S A
Most m ajor universities are 8 a .m . until 5 p.m. weekdays.
,sleeping in the lobbies of the:dorms?
which is " student government members of the USNSA. Flor- - It will be closed on weekends. ,
ida St?te belongs and the Uni. orientated."
The librar y will r eturn to its
ANSWER: Due to a "population explosion" in the - THE ASG IS only for stu- ver sity of Florida is seriously
normal hours on Monday,
-r esidence _system some students will be assigned to dent government officers. reconsidering m embership.
September 30.
triple rooms and the excess will be put in the lobbies There a re no , preferences .
of certain dorms. Such students will be accomodated towards any of the two orga-in a .double room as S00ll as space is available. If by nizations _yet. The re are pla ns
· Oct. 11 the students ar e still "Jiving" in the lobby or to also look into the ASG.
Scott Barnett, S.A. presiin triple room a certain amount of money will be r edent favors joining a national
. funded.
s tudent organization: "I lean
The 1968 Aegean is expected to arrive next week. It
very strongly for it because I
· QUESION: How many hol!days will there be in think it would be a benefit to
will be distributed at the Informa tion Desk in the Univer· Quarter I?
sity Center Monday and Tuesday.
all students. No one has taken
After Tuesday, it will be in the Office of Campus
the time to consider a na tionANSWER: As _it stands now Thanksgiving will be al student or~anizatiori. If
P ublications CTR 223 all summer and the first part of
Quarter I.
. the only holiday scheduled for Quarter I.
· Frank and Steve are favorably impressed, I will propose
The Oracle is suspending publication for the s ummer
QUESTION: When should students sign the pa- membership."
after this issue. The next issue will be circulated on Seppers for NDEA, Cuban and other type of loans for
\l1NKLE8 AND Anderson
tember 25, and will contain a special enter tainment secQuarter I?
will attend as observers, not
tion.
voting members, the National
Begi:ming with the October 2 issue, The Oracle will
ANSWER: If you have been granted a loan you Coorainator Conference (each
be under the editorship of Mario Garcia.
should go and sign your papers by the first two weeks member school has a coordinator), and the Student Body
of August.

a

to." He said, "In the past student government _was not ef.
fecti ve."
·

The Aegan ·Is C~ming
* * *

Photo by David Saulter

Discussing The Manual
Chairman of the Council of Student Body P resiclcnls ·Lyma n Fletcher of FSU addresses the
council. To his right is Scott Barnett of USF,

a nd Clyde Ta~:lor, student president of t he
University of Florida. Other r epresentatives
listen.
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By MARIO GARCIA

platform doesn't mention any "specific"

Staff Writer

points of interest to students.
Assuming thfit the llepublicans are

of 'So. Fla., Wed., Aug. 14, -1968

MIAMI BEACH - The "new Nixon"
doesn't make many college students
happy - at least not a majority of the
many students from across the land who
gathered here for conclave last week.
.....
The students, who came from NebrasI
ka and Washington, Minnesota and Alaska, Hawaii and Puerto Rico, paid their
/
..::-..:::.:.:_
· own plane tickets, hotel and food expensOne . more
~d the tendays the student has a lot .o~ vaes, to be a part of the impre,5sive politision will be gope:-One more quarriety, there. is usually a dance and ' cal event.
ter,over the h~1:dle}
.
a movie. But· what about Sunday?
But, of ~ours~; many of them knew
Now· is the,..l ime to look -back
The calrn~ar _h anded out by the
:~'tcouldn t wm th em all. And they
and evaluate:~all the things we
UC committee gives us a • blank
·
have done, both,, the good .µ1d the
Sunday.
NIXON, with his great comeback, his
· ··~· ·
··
new image, his beautiful daughters, his
b d
Maybe some reevaluation of the · future son • in • law and his eloquent
a ones. •. · ~- ·- :
So muji-;1_1fe.· Oracle look back situation will correct this deficien- spe~hes, didn't seem to have too great
at the things that have happened
cy of activities on Sundays..
an impact on the college crowd.
at USF and evaluate them. USF
'
For one thing, .the general Republican
has don~ ·inany good things this
· The food situation is som~thing
past qu~rt~r, but also some fla~s
that must not be overlooked. Eathav~ slipjled ·by.
ing at the UC has been really hard
--on the resident ·students, especialFIRST-:OF ALL, the pool. The ly during rainy days. Maybe the .
Argos· pool' ·was built to give the ' Housing and Food Office should ._
students=1l chance to have a place
consider the idea of opening Argos
on campus to relax during the day
Center ·,next summer quarter for
and on weekends. This being · the - resident students.
·
summer ,quarter one would expect
A special word to the Theatre
the pool to be opened most of the
Department. They have done
day.
•
outstanding job this quarter to
It- so happens that . th e pool bring great entertainment into the·
~eeps very odd hours .The situa-·
tion should be looked into I and
campus. The Gaslight Reperto~re
some sort of a schedule should wai; a . fine example of what USF
be worked out. The pool should students are capable of doing.

E_D ITORIALS AND 'COMMEN:rARY

1n.ConeIus1on-

~weik'

eager·to win the elections in November,
it is expected that at 1east their platform
will )nclude "definite" sg!utions to the
major causes ofstudent reVQlts in Amer•
ican campuses.
Vietnam, one of those "causes, is treated with a light idealistic toueh by the
platform writers.

"WE PLEDGE
a strategy perml t ting a progressive deAmerJcanb:ation of the war, both mUi·
tary and 'civilian , .•. We will pursue a ·
course that will enable and induce the
South Vietnamese to ,u1sume increasing
responsil:!ility ., .. We pledge a program
for peace ln Vietnam, a positive program that will offer fair and equitable
settlement to all, based on the pdnciple
of sel!-deerwination, our national inter-

Spiro Agnew simply didn't hit it with the
students who shouted: Linclsay! Lindsay!
Lindsay!
,,

l'l' JS OBVIOUS .the college c:rowd
doesn't havl;l too much to say when it
comes to nominating candidates - not in
this convention, anyway.
Whatever the political results o! the
event, it is a most educational fun~tfon.
One gets to see. .the leaders at wortc,
making decision:; under extreme -pressure, playing a tricky game and accept~
Ing failure.
A poJitical convention is an open windo~ to American politics.
.
Rumors have it tbat the Democrats
are still ~nsidering switching to •Miami
Seach for their convention. ·
If that's the case, it would be inexcus~
able for USF students, and other Florida students, to miss what is really "the
greatest s.how on eirth."

ests and the cause of long-range world
peace."
·
·
In simpler terms, the war is here to
stay, campus revolts have no {Qretieeabl~
end and, fQr !l1ale gra_d1.,1ating senlors of
the class of 1969, there still may be a 1A
classification in -the mail box for them,
immediately following graduation.
There were, of course, many college
students who cheered hysterically every.
time Nixon completea a phrase. And
there were those who jumped on -their
seats upgn seeing Mayor Jo}ln V. LindSilY, or Gov. Ronald Reagan.
In fact, the CQllege c·rowd got a little
too excited the last night of the convention when voting was taking pl/lee for
the vice presidential nomination. Gov.

an_

lie...,open more .during the· Wf;!_ek- ,.

T H E _STUDENT Association

eno.s: Specially during the morn- . has also :cione an outstanding job
ing when the students can really
in_trying ~o work out the proposed
enjoy the sun.
revisions · to· the Regents' Operat.Ori. the - pro side we -' must- say
ing Man u ~ l. We ' congratulate
that it was a nice gesture to have _ Scott· Barnett and all . the other ·
_ the pool open, duriI),g -week nights. , · state Universities' . student. body
presidents on tfieir fine job.
1Bqt-why not weekend nights toof
:
Next, 'we shift to the entertain. These are just some ideas that
ment side. ' The University Center . we feel ·should '
given so,rne
committees in charge of entertain- · thought during 'the next year . so
I
ment this quarter: have done a
that next _year- the .summer quargreat job. But ' most of the comter, considered by rriany to, be the
mittees schedµle movies a n d
stepchild of the · academic year,
dances on the same day! .
.can be adopted .as a reglllar quar-

0

be

o-

0

I

ter; with-all the advantages_.

FOR EXAMPLE, during Fri-

World-Wheat Situation
, Famine in India. ·How often have
we heard those words, and wondere\i ·
,vearily when· the United States would
be able to stop playing breadbasket to
the world?
You have not heard them this year.
Jbough it gets no neadlines, that maY,: .:,
be the year's most important news.
·Because there is a real chance that
you will never -hear them again. The
iinmense· disaster which some popula- ·- ti.on experts have b_een predicting,. not
only for India but for large parts of the
under•developed world, may ne~er .
~ppen.
.
·, _ In the crop year that has just
ended, India's grain harvest have
·
·
d 100 •ll' t
teached a recor . · ml ion ons, P:r•
haps even 105 milhon. In the precechng
~o years of drought the figures were

-72 million and 76 million - ·lower-than

·m1960, since when the population has
,grown by 20 per cent, or an extra 90
million people. ·
.
Only the generous aid of the United
·States had prevented disaster · happen'.ing already. But it could not ~o on in•
:aefinitely.~By . mid•l966 American gov•
·ernment wheat stocks had fallen in two
years from _24·_- million to 11 million
tqns, only two or three million tons
more than India alone was receiving·in
American food aid in a · single year.
That ...:was when President iJohnsQn
signed
new Food for' Peace Act,
whose .[ :iifain message w:as " that the
United~$tlites henc:"eforth w9uld help
only tl:fu.i .i-"who tried a: little harder:· to
help t~ ~lyes. ,
.. , . .
That'-"j.fwh;it is happening ·in Ittdia, -'
though 1}: 1s -'riot only American p:res-"
.sure that has made it happen:..,.· , / '
The ens:ouiaging' .thing about this
year's harvests is that ·they seem n<?t
to have been.:;jl.U?~ a fluke. ·The terrible
harvests oi:.:.196.5-66 . and ·1966-67 were
due· 'to quite< unustially dry i\ veather.
This year the monsoon,· the summer
rains on which all Indian farming de-: ·
pends, was good tiut" not unusually
good.
· ·
The difference has come f r o m
some major irp.provements ' in Indian
farming practice, whose effects _. bad
been- concealed by the droµgb.t of. the
last two years.
. .. . .
The , most important single change
has ' been the entnµsiastic adoption,
wherever they are ·•afajlable, of improved varieties of s ~.Wheat strains ,
developed in Mexico aniFiurther developed for lijdi;m conditions · in India ,
and rice strains developed ·in the Philippines, ' haye proved capable of dra•
matically inc;reasing the low yields of
Indian farmland.
From an acre of land, the Indian
farmer has traditionally harvested less
than half as much wheat as the Ameri•
can farmer, a third as much rice as
the J apanese. With the new seeds,
yields have increased in some areas by
30, 50 and even sometimes 100 per
cent.
. The Indian peasant, who is- by - no ·

i~

lbe.

means th_e tradition•bound simpleton
that he is ,sometimes thought, has
taken to the new .seeds wherever · he
could get. them. In some parts, govern•
ment seed farms have had to protect
their f\elds from farmers prepared to
~t~al~ ~~en a .,{ew pounds of the _seeds
that ,coUld produce such dramatic results.
Seeds are not the only ,answer. T.he
new--strains · require more water and
more l fertilizer. Fertilizer particularly
has beeri in short supply, and the price
until rece)Jtly has been so high that the
risk, for peasants st±1-rved of capital,
was barely worth taking on unirrigated
land (80 per cent of India's total)
where the~e was no guarantee that the
water would be available.

Irrigation · projects take time and
money to set up. So do fertilizer factories, and only in the last two or three
· years has the Indian government, wed~
ded formally to socialism, permitted
foreign private business to expand in
the ~ertilizer industry.
The dramatic increases in yields
that are possible are ot going to take
place all over India overnight Seed,
water and fertilizer apart; there are
still major problems of credit, price
and marketing policy and of spreading
· 'modern agricultural techniques.
.'
But the point is·that past errors are
being put right, and needs already
identified are being more rapidly met.
· Given normal weather - and it will
be many years if ever before the monsoon' ceases to be the· final ar.biter of
Indian harvests - India should within
·. a few y_ears be able -comfortably to
feed itself. lf storage facilities are ·con. siderably improved, it will be able to·
tide itself over the bad years, and in
good years even to export. .
One of .Uncle Sam'.s burdens - and
in terms of food aid far the biggest will be off his shoulders.

Voice In The, Crowd Speaks Again
Despite popu~ar I reports and hideous
rumors, the Voice in the Crowd is not de•
funct - it just took a long v~ci tion. 4,c•
tually, in a rare vein of truth, . it i~ 'no
longer enrdiled in the University buf ·ha:s
ignominiously ,· returned to harrass its
readers for one final column.

silent. He continued in elated· fervor.
"But Andy's got one basic hangup, that's
that he's over thirty. Other than that,
he's great."

In my various travels this summer I
came into contiact with a varied ·group of
people. ·,:one of the most :interesting,
though, I found in A~nta wh~n I went
to see an Andy Warhol home -movie.,(or
at least that's how the plfotography ap•
peared to me.)

·. " What's wrong with them!" he wildly
... retorted. " You can't trust them, not a
.damn one of them."

This one youth, probably about 20
years old, was slumped down in a chair
on the_second row in the theatre. I sat on
the first, and as the movie continued,
was strafed with sporadic laughter from
behind. I turn_ed several times toward
the ·source to see him contorted into

MOVIE REVIEW

o

n

·:r:-.•-:---:

· I had a tiger: on my hands, I could tell,
· · so I quickly shifted the topic. "You must
York that could do ;i.11y-thing as well:" .:be interested in politics. What do you
knots of guffaws.
I was taken aba~k and stood glaring at
think about this year ?"
After the somewhat brief 'film, I cor•
him a moment. "I thought it was sort of
nered him in the lobby io discover wha t
His dark eyes darted at me, his large
funny myse_lf, but .. . "
was so hilarious about the Warhol stint.
frame loomed over me. Suddenly he
. "Hey, man, what's your game, anygrew passive, silent. " Well, I was ·for
He raised his deep bushy eyebrows
way," he retorted, "it's just that the
Kennedy until Los Angeles. Now I'm
and cast a· ·s mile from his corner. "/;ley,
youth have got it, wha~ever it takes."
solid for McCarthy. Those have been otir
tha t was the funniest film I've ever
i
only
alternatives politically."
I bad no out from there, so remained
seen; there's not a man outside of New .
My fascination about this youth grew.
" And why do you support McCarthy?
There a re other candidates which you _
could back."
•t

'ROsemary's Baby,' A Cute Devil
BILL BRADFOR~ .
Staff Writer
"Rosemary's · Baby" is an intriguing
stq_ry of ~ young matron -(Mia Farrow)
wh~· seems to have everything a girl
could
want . - \.a . beautiful apartment, a
.
slow•rising, but successful husband, and
most important; she will soon have a
·baby.
The young matron's hm~band (John
Casavetes) seems to truly love his wife,

however as the story progresses he becomes self.centered and quite intent on
his career.
· Rosemary and Guy would seem to be
a fairly ordinary couple, soon, to be
blessed with a baby, but ah ,.;.. there lies
the rub.
On. the scene appears a slight compli•
cation in the happy bliss. The young cou.ple meets their neighbors.. Minnie and
Roman are an elderly couple who have
lived everywhere - just ask them. Now .

Racial Problems In U.S. Likely

,Next
is

Orac./e

-~,This weird philosophy had always baI•
fled me, so I probed him to discover the
why of his thinking. "Could you tell me
what's wrong with men over thirty - or
a11yone, for that matter?"

To Be Solved Or Disasterous·

It in the United States· that the ra•
cia:I problem is likely to be solved first.
Likely to be solved, or finally and fatally
. to explode our planet. If integration
fades there, then there may be no ho_pe
that the world can avoid eventual race
war, which with modern weapons would
probably destroy it.
But it seems . more probably that
· America is now passing through what
can be called either a more terrible varia nt of the suffragette riots· in Britain 55
years ago, or else a rather less .terrible
variant of the religious civil wars thiit
have rent many countries' liistories.
· Once these have ended · in world•
leader nations, once suffragettes have
got the vote in one . country and once
churchmen have stopped burning slightly
less upper.class churchmen for the
greater glory of their souls, it has come
to be regarded as absurd that these
same rules of civilization should not

applr in other countries. .
The present · battle by one-ninth· of
-America's population which is Negro ,vill
be won when, some time in the early
21st century, it is r ecognized as natural
that about one out of nine american
presidents (and top business executives,
and top professional men) should be
Negro.
Come that day, and even suburban
dwellers in Johannesb1_1rg can hardly say
that the president of the greatest power
on earth is not the sort qf chap who 'Can
be allowed into their swimming, pools,
presumably on an unscientific objection
that his skin pigment might melt into
them.
The racial bars which cause great indignities a t the tail end of this post•slave
century will seem entirely ridiculo·us to- .
morrow.

From A London Economist
Survey of South Africa

the story begins (it does seem to drag a
bit in the beginning).

His frame drew ba ck into a contemplative stance. " Gene has experience, he
has unique wisdom in foreign a'ffairs and
a top-notch program domestically." ·
I had found ia slight confusion In his
thinking. "You told me earlier that you
couldn't trust anybody over thirty. How
can yo\i put your trust in Senator McCarthy?"

· THE MOVIE does not seem to have
any plot, yet one stays · involved, as .
In befuddlement he s tared at me with
though ·waiting for something to happen worried eyes. " I guess you just have to
(modern day man ,could not accept- a
compromise sometimes ; I don't know
happy uneventful movie, now could he?)
what else you can do."
and enjoying the fashion show l\iliss F ar•
We left the theatre together and
row displays in the \Vardrobe of the ,
young matron, or becorriing involved in walked the sidewalk in different direc•
tions. I've reconsidered his last answer
the f,akeness of our happy young gentlesince then ; to a large extent, I suppose
man.
he's right.
The audience is finally r ewarded, as
the questionings of Hutch, a dear friend
of our young cotipl_e, start to bear fruit.
A book on witchcraft is the final bit of
evidence to set our young matron thinking. And think she does and she comes
up with some terrible conclusions, which
seem quit'e scarey.

All at once the dream sequence at the
beginning of the movie comes back to
the viewers' minds and things begin to
make sense.

A PARTICULARLY odd ending heightens the suspense as the audience, along
with Rosemary, begins to wonder, Which
witch is which?
Whether one is saddened, mystified,
or horrified by the· dramatic ending
scene , (the movie is not recommended
for expectant mothers), it certainly is to
be commended for its originality.
The movie is actuaily quite good. E v•
eryon~'s acting is good except for John
Cassavetes. He shows absolutely no emo·
tion, except for an occasional burst of
anger.
It is an enjoya·ble movie, and leaves
you with an odd, or rather weird, feeling
that doesn't go away for quite awhile.
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3. FOR RENT
T-HE ORACLE, with this issue, SUS·
pends publication for !he summer because of final examinations and the end
or Quarter IV. The next issue will be a
special Registration Edition lo be dis•
1ribuled Wednesday, Sept. 25.
Cort'f for this Registration E~ilion is
now being accepted; the deadline will
be Wednesday, Sept. 18.
Administrators, department chairmen
and heads of organizations who wish. to
insert Official Notices of campus-wide
interest should send them to "Director,
campus Publications, CTR 223" before
1'68 AEGEAN will be distributed for
two days in the University Center
Lobby and, after that, from the Offl~e
of Campus Publications , CTR 223. It is
hoped that students and staff will be
able to pick up their reserveci books before they leave for summer vacations.
All copies have been reserved, and
will be held until Oct. 31 in the Office
of Campus Publications. They may be
pitked up any week 1ay this ~ummer
or fall from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. 1n CTR
223
Books will be mailed to th5>~e who
will not be on campus ii m a I ling_ ad•
dress and Slkent mailing fee are ,511vef!.
Latest word is that the bOOks poss1•
bly" may be received Friday, and
"probably" during the week of Aug. 19.
.R£5ERVATIONS are now being received for the 1969 yearbook ]n CTR
223 at Sl total cost (SI.SO) if m-a1l~d. No
boot,;s will be d istributed next m 1d~May
without such advance reser~at1on~.
Deadline for accepting reservations 1s
Jan. 15, 1969.
Q
COURSE SCHEDULES for Fall uarter (Quarter I), are available In the Office of the Registrar, ADM 264. The
Schedules were distributed last week as
Section B of The oracle, and l_S,?00
extra c:opies of The Oracle containing
the Ccurse Schedules are bein!? mai!ed
to the homes of USF sJudents, in_cludmg
those who will matriculate this fall.
OFFICIAL HOLIDAYS: The Exetutlve Committee has approved the fo_llowlng hOlidays ·for the next academ ic

ve:o:nday, Sep!. 2, Li!lbor oay
Tuesday, Sept. 3, holiday. . .
Thursday, Nov. 28, Thanksg1v1ng
Friday, Nov. '1!1, holiday
.
Monday, Det. 23, through FndaY,

256.

Alpha TIU Omega, 7 p.m., CTR 202.
Esperanto Classes, 7:30 p.m., CTR
203
·
WEDNESDAY, AUG. ll
No Events Scheduled. Beginning of
last week of classes and exams.

Dec 27, Christmas holidays
•
Wednesday, Jan. 1, New Year's holt~Y
Monday, Feb. 10, Gasparilla Day hi.
o 1-

da
.
tWSP STUDENTS must apply to the
Office of Financial Aids for CWSP ap_

proval prior to Aug. 15 !Jf eac_h year
Ctht academic year begins with the
first day of- registration for t he fa ll
quarter) . Students who are no_t re•

Co-Op Education
TODAY
Second Class Session for Co-op students going on a Tra irilng Assignment
Quarter I who have registered for PSY
or SOC cour·se, 2 p.m., ENG 3 . and
E NG 201 respectively.
Deadline for Co-ops on Training Period to have Worksheets for Quarter I
ba ck in Co • op Office for pulling of
course cards. Failure to return work•
sheet on time results In late fee charge
of Sl0.
MONDAY
.
Registration for Co-op s tudents going
on a Training P er iod Quarter I, fill out
packet and pick up fee card in E NG 37
between 9 a.m. and 2:30 p .m . pay fees
in Cashier's Office, ADM 131, before 3
p.m.

al)l)roved must be terminated prior !O
the beginning of the . new academic
year. Ca ll Joe Tomaino, Placement Ser•
vices, ext. 2881, for answer s to any
queSlions. 19'8-69 CALENDAR:

(Quarter I)
Sunday, Sept. 22, First day of Orien-

tation.
. Wednesday through Friday, Sept. 2527, registration by appointment.
Monday, Sept. 30, first da y of classes.
· Quarter II
Thursday and Friday, J an . 2·3, regis-

tration by appointment.

Monday, Jan. 6, first day of classes.
Monday, Feb. 10, Gaspa rilla Holiday.
Thursday, Marth 20, last da y of

term.

Co-Op Placement

Quarter Ill

More, t han 150 employers are turrenf.
ly seeking USF s tudents for Coopera•
tiVe Education Training assignment for
Quarter I Training Period starting Monday, Sept. 9. For further information
visit or phone the Co-op Office, ENG
37, phone 988-4131, ext. 171.

Monday, •M arch 31 , registration by
apl)Ointment.
Tuesday, April l, first day of classes.
·Wednesday, June 11, end of term.
Sunday, June 15, Commencement.
Quarter JV
Monday, June 16, re gistration by ap-

OUR READERS WRITE

Reviewers Rapped'
EDITOR:
We are pleased to inform
you that the Society Drama
Critics was so overwhelmed
by your seven columns of brilliant satire on dramatic criticism (Aug. 7, page 7A,, Gaslight Repertory) that V(e are
awaring you the No•Spell
Award for the 1967-68 season.

How Avant Garde of you to
adroitly utilize misspellings
and grammatical errors, to so
expressively assert your lack
of view and then, to ,deftly encase it all in a multi-colored,
vague Polish joke.
WE WERE once amazed by
the clever over-use of Madu"bs by a certain Runnels.
How, we wondered, could anybody possibly surpass his refined satirical wit? Well,
Hugh, YOU DUN IT.
Skyhawk's final a rt object
emerges in all the glory and

splendor of an inimitable
crock of verbal diarrhea.
With critics like Runnels
and Skyhawk writing for you,

it ·is no· wonder that your
paper is number one in the
nation. We especially enjoyed
your chapter on remote· Japanese_history. For your efforts,
we are sending you a brand

10 min. from USF. 949-5762.

C

ancf

~~w thesaurus
a . '~mar_k.,. ... .......
able sprezzature.
·
JOSEPH D'ESPOSITO
3TAR-SPE
,v Tiny Tim
EDITOR:
As the reporter who .wrote
the sJpry about Dr. Moore's
appea)·ance at the July · 3
One-to:one meeting, I · would
like ' to reply to Van Skyhawk':s. letter to the editor in
the Aug. 7 issue of Ttie Oracle.
··
My first intention was to
ask Van Skyhawk to submit
his own report of the meeting
to the One-to-One newsletter.
However, people who know
the gentleman tell me that he
was not present at the meeting.
So the only thing I can say
is that {he story was as accurate a report of what actually
took place at the meeting as I
could present.
I SELECTED from Dr.
Moore's comments those
things which he seemed to put
most emphasis on and I selected from the replies froI11
the audience· those comments
which seem~ to represent
the major,ity of vocalized
opinions.
I have had two recent encounters with Dr. Moore and
he has not deemed it necessary to make any comment to
me about the story.
JEAN GOWEN
~

6Psy

GOLDEN GATE
·. SPEEDWAY

STOCK CAR RACES
Located On E. Fowler - ½ Mi. W. of U.S. 301.
A Hop and Skip From the University

EVERY FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY AT 8:30 P.M.
ADMISSI_ON:.
ADULTS: $2.00
Students & Servicemen: $1.50
Children 6-12 Yrs.: soc

,

que

7503 after 4 p.m.

2 bedroom central heat & air, 15. SERVICES OFFERED
completely furnished - $125. per
.
mo. 10411 Sassafras~Temple Ter- Day Nursery and Kindergarten
race. Call 932-3912 after 6.
Open year round w ith expert supervision and instruction Safety5. FOR SALE
Land-13202-15th St. See Page 6 .
Three Modern 3 B rd., 2 Bath EXPERT TYPIST, THESES,
Homes. Priced to Sell. Min. TERM PA PERS. CALL AFTER
down 6%.
6: 839-4827. MRS. DRIVER.
1. Lake Side - Life time roof.
County Taxes. $16,500.
2. Carpets,
Fireplace,
L ake
The Oracle classified advertisRight, Central A/C. $18,500.
3. Ver y Roomy, Central A/C, ing ready to work for you :
Here are classifications for
Double Garage. $22,500.
hour. For _sale or wanted, equipment,
Details, 932-1848 any
Shown by Gaylord with T W services.
·
· All items other than ca,rs and
Holms Rltr.
cycles.
Temple Terrace. 3 bedroom, 2 Books, articles, help, property,
bath
contemporary.
Family etc.
room, fireplace, central AC. 15. SERVICES OFFERED
Open living area oriented to-. Tutorial, part-time work, typward shaded, fenced yard. Near ing, baby-sitting.
Riverhills Elementary,
park 17. TRADE
shopping, USF. Large lot. As- Offered. Wanted
sume 4 %% mortgage or refi- 20. PERSONAL NOTES
nance. $20,500. 407 Courtney Dr.
988-4205.

Campus Date Book
TODAY
UC Photo Club, 2 p .m., CTR 213.
Co-Op Student Advising Luncheon, 2
p.m ., CTR 255 & 256.
Sports Car Club, B o.m ., CTR 226.
THURSDAY
Upward Bound, 7 p.m., ·RAR 235.
FRIDAY
DistrJbution of Aegean (if delivered),
from 9 a .m., Center Lobbv.
Christian Science Organi zation, 2
p.m ., CTR 200.
SATURDAY
Tri Chi Reception, 2:30 p.m., CTR 255
& 256.
SUNDAY
Sigma Nu, 7 p.m., CTR 203.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon, 7 p.m., CTR
251.
MONDAY
Distribution of Aegean (lf delivered),
from 9 a.m., Center Lobby.
Alpha Phi Omega, 2 p.m., CTR 205.
Economics Club Meetin1, 2 p.m., BUS
107.
Students for McCarthy, 2 p.m ., Center.
Sigma Phi Epislon, 6:30 p .m., CTR
201.
.
· Business Ad. Advisers Council, 7
p.m ., CTR 205.
Windjammers, 7 p.m ., CTR 213.
USF couples Bridge, 7 p.m ., CTR 25S
& 256.
Upward eound, 7 p.m., RAR 23S.
Esperanto Classes, 7:30 p.m ., CTR
203.
.
TUESDAY
Distribution of Aegean (if delivered),
from 9 a .m., C~nter Lobby.
Dean's Luncheon, noon, CTR 255 &

Best wishes and good

& Campsites for rent on Lake- Margo apt. wi th three. Call 988- luck at the YWCA in Albuquer• _

pr~~~~iCTION TO BASIC STUDIES .
FINAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE: .
Summer Quarter examinations for CBS
110, all sections, will be in the Engi•
neering Auditor ium on Thursday, Aug.
22, from l to 3 p.m .

Sept. 19.

2Q.·PERSONAL NOTES

11. WANTED

Trailer Lots. Trailers, Campers One female roommate to share Carol -

poinlment.
Tuesday, June 17, first day Of
Friday, July 4, holiday.
Friday, Aug. 29, last day of term.
FINAL EXAMINATIONS: Beginning
next fall with · Quarter I, all examinations will be _given within the lnstrut·
t ional quarter. There will_ be no ~ommon final examination period provided,
and final exams are optional with each

Official Notices

CLASSIFIED ADS

And Now We Can Relax!

Mobile home for sale. 8'x40', 2
bedroom, fu rnished. $850. Call
Jim 935-5572.
·

food lines for over 45 minutes
some days. But, as in time of
war, in came the Red Cross
and another three-week ses-.
sion.
Students were still up to
their necks with•term papers,
mid-terms and more books
and outside reading. Finally
the Red Crossers went their
merry way and the campus
was once more the tranquil .
place it had always been.
BUT, FROM across . the
ocean came a contingent of
fun-filled Brazilians who overtook the .campus in typical
Latin American force, by
storming it. . The American
' students were charmed by
_these visitors.
Soccer became a very important _game the few weeks
the Brazilians were here;
There are Still some nostalgic
students who play it.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTlSING RATES

By OSCAR ROS
Associate Editor

One more week and that
long awaited summer vacation will be here. For the ones
that stayed in school this
quarter it will be a well deserved one.
For the ones that didn't
make it through the "halls of
ivy" tltis quarter, it will herald the coming of the fall,
that season packed with
books, term papers and anxiety.
But, all in all,. it was a good
quarter. Counting out registration, which should not be
included in anyone's account
lest it causes one a nervous
breakdown, the quarter started off smoothly.
BY .T HE first week, students were up to their necks
with assignments. (Professors
still haven't realized that USF
is no longer in the .t rimester
system.)
Then, counting out the cafeteria, which should not be included in anyone's account
lest it brings up in one a fear
of being locked in a secluded
place with thousands of people and no breathing room,
the first three-week session
was over and the PTA went
-home. '· .··
Relief! cried the tired residents who had had to stand in

·

Finally, the Brazilians left.
And like magic the life that
had been present at USF for
· those three weeks went with
them.
By this time students were
getting ready for their finals,
cramming with all their
-might and giving the final polishes to their professor's
apples.
AND WHO would come but
Dr. Allen to announce his revisions of University policies.
Students were overwhelmed
at the possibility of no exams
and at the hope that some
three credit hour courses
_might be changed to four
hours.
With this bright hope, the
quarter .comes to a close and
now USF students can sit
back ' and· relax (like our
friend above) and enjoy this
last Oracle._

One time only:
3 line _.. __ . ____ ____ __. _
Each additional line
Repeated:
2 to 4 issues __ _.. __ _____
More than 4 issues _. __ . .
*Per 3 lines
2 P.M . Friday Deadline
Room Ctr; 224 Ext. 620,

~

Ana, Bruce & Oscar.

TERRACE
BEAUTY SALON
9303 • 56th St.
Ph. 988-279~ -

ALLSTATE

NORTH GATE
SHOPPING ..
CENTER

Phone 932-4337
.50
.15

LOW COST AUTO INSURANCE

For Faculty and Students
-plusSR 22's filed.

.45*

.40*
618

Located Next to Kirby's Northgate

FROMs12995
You ·can own a

TERRACE

beautiful Harley
Davidson; choose
· from our complete selection
at . . .

and cut-rate liquors

IHARLEV-CAVICSON J Of Tampa_

·

!!!!'?e

8448 56th Street
TEMPLE TERRACE

50cc, 65cc, 125cc
250cc, 350cc, up to 1200cc

I

CUT RATE LIQUORS

Next·To Pantry Pride

5326 Bu~ch Blvd.

1707 West Kennedy.Phone 251-_
1964

FLORIDA

what's your bag? JOHN ROMAIN!
leather is the big "must" for Fall '68 ..•
the luxury and dashery of it. Add a line n
'n leather handbag to your wardrobe, or
the natural "cuir savage" cowhide look
from our new Rom-ain handbag collection,
at 13.00 to 27.00, in Maas Handbags,
West Shore Plaza, North Gate and Downtown, Tampa

say it your own way in WEEJUNS®!
Traditionally speaking, the classic loafer,
in tassel or penny styles, is still the "in"
shoe whe n the college crowd goes out!
Rich, d ark leathers, lovingly crafted for
comfort. Tassel., 15.00, penny loafer and
other styles to 16.00, at Maas Shoes, West
Shore Plaza, North Gate and Downown,
Tampa

fashion's new thing-long on chains!
It's a chain reaction! The· most exciting
neckl-ace news . to come -along in years.
Adorning turtlenecks festooning blouses,
decorating Nehru jackets .. . to be worn
in a -mass of gay confusion! No matte r
what your hang-up, w e have it at 3.00-15.00, now at Maas J ew e lry, West Sho re
PJ.aza, North Gate and Downtown, Tampa

. .. <>7' ~·:.• y··""''"'""""''";.;~"'"1>~
• • •···;,.,•~•:❖'••··
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USF Coeds Herald .Fall Fashions Ne ws
Coeds· MOdel Dresses At
Fashion Committee Show
By MARGIE SISK
.Associate Editor
Fall Quarter promises to hold interesting creations in fall
clothes for the coed. Lounge and slack wear focuses on the
N~ru look, bright and colorful blouses, deep colors in the
matching slacks.
Big plaids in slacks with wide, wide legs, creates the cool
1;ophisticated look of the coed in sports. Matched with big
"monster shoes" this go-together look will be popular for fall
and winter outings.
THE FEEL and the look of-leather is here in the leather
dresses, jumpers' or skirts. Whether real leather or one of the
good imitations, this will be the popular look for classes come
September.

The Villager is still the most loved for school wear. Whether in the sweet tradition Villager dress, or the go-together
A-Line skirt and sweater, Villager is the outfit any coed can
·
count on. ·

Yvonne Diaz rrwdel,s daring new cosktail dress.

The look of simplicity, yet elegance is found in the look of
suede and mink. This fall's coats will do more than keep you
warm. It will provide that finished iook to any outfit, and will
make you stand out in any crowd.

Carol Cl.ay is in the basic black cocktail dress. ·

SEMI-FORMAL wear is an important part of an coed's
wardrobe. This fall's new looks will certainly draw admiringgazes from any man on your list. The look of the thirties vamp
can be worn demurely, in basic colors of black and white.
For those that really dare to be different, is the cool look in
shimmering silver, with a deep, deep V-neck. Matching silver
shoes and silvery stockings provide the completion of a perfect
evening ensemble..
The basic black, provides a perfect yet simple way of dressing for the evening. A V-neck line matched with an extra high
hemline, combine .to build up the basic black to the perfect
black.

-Phot_os :By
Educational. Resou-rces

The vamp look in a#er-five wear is rrwd~led by Zana
.
Clay.

The casual look for the weekend outing is modeled by
Carol Frantz.

Sandi Bueal is smartly outfitted in thi8 lounge set
with the Nehru wok.

Baba Campa disp'-ays simple elegance in a suede coat
with mink col'-ar.

Lynn Walton and Carol Frantz meet affer class in, their ca.sual about-campus wear.

USF Expands Role As
Large Urban University

GrClduate Programs

Offered This Fall
Two new graduate programs will be offered this fall
while many more are in various stages of development.
The College of Liberal Arts
is offering a Ph.D. degree in
Biology in September and the
College of Education has a
Master of Arts· degree in junior college teaching of music.

Beginning this fall, USF will ( cation workshops will also be School. Credit and non-credit and special- attention to overcome their academic handiexpand its role
a large offered in St. Petersburg.
courses will be offered.
caps.
urban university in four direcLATER THIS month . USF
On the main.,. campus, adtions.
will open a· branch office in ministrators have begun a
These students will enter a
The first step has been the Sarasota, the Sarasota County program to give 20 disadvan- two-year experimental projTHE UNIVERSITY NOW.
development of a Bachelor of Vocational and Technical taged students financial aid ect.
Independent Studies Adult - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - has graduate programs in all
the colleges · except Basic
Program under our college of
Studies. Most of the programs
liberal arts. This program has
are in the College of Educabeen set up to meet the needs
tion and the College of Liberal
of adults unable to attend the
Arts.
University on a full-time
Some programs which are
basis. Approximately 100 are
in various degrees of tentative
expected to em:oll in this fall
development are a Ph.D. in
program.
Chemistry, a masters in GeThe Bay Campus will exography, and' a Ph.D. in the
pand to full-time status this
is Jim Alvis' blazing, red, College of Business AdminisBy BOB CLARK
Daytona
500.
If
a
.person
were
fall. Forty-five day and eveto attend all events, he could white and blue racer called tration, fields : management,
Correspondent
ning courses will be offered
see sedan racing, NASCAR "The Rebel." Thus far it has health administration iand ecofor juniors, seniors, and gradFrom sprints to stockers · late-models, cycles and all also proved to be the fastest nomics.
uate students.
and from amateurs to Andret- types of dragsters.
Dr. Alfred Lawton, chairin the late model division.
tis, the race fan can find it in
man of the Graduate Council,
Also in February spript
THIS UPPER • level - only
ANOTHER EXCITING form . said that developing a graduthe speed-oriented area 0 ·sur- cars 11ace at the Florida State
program will not conflict with
of
racing is the Figure-8 held ate program is a long process
rounding USF.
Fair in Tampa, affording FloSt. Petersburg Junior Col~
· Chronolegically; the Florida ridians their only . chanc;e to at Sunshine Speedway in St. which begins on the departlege's program.
. speed year begins in Febru- see a type of racing car con- Petersburg. Cars crash or ment level and c a r r i e s
It will be possible for stu- ary with Daytona's famed fined mostly to the Midwest. come within in'c hes of smash- . through the division, college,
ing into each other as their university" and·state levels.
dents to take courses on both Speed Weeks and continues
IN MARCH, THE local paths cross at the intersection
campuses.
through the Florida State
DR. LAWTON sa id that
Non-credit continuing edu- Late-Model championship held tracks open their season. of the specially designed along each step, a proposed
at Tampa's Golden Gate Golden Gate Speedway, only 3 track. Needless to say, this is graduate program must be
miles from the University on not an event for the family
Speedway each November.
evaluated along the lines of fiSpeed Weeks at Daytona Fowler Avenue, has racing car.
nancial
need, an adequate
There are, in addition to the
offer something for everyone. both Friday end Saturday
faculty,
and
whether the proThe preliminaries include nights with five classes of two oval tracks, three drag gram meets the University's
strips in the area for drag
drag and motorcycle racing cars competing.
standard of quality.
buffs.
·
The
track
is
a
third-mile
and tl1e conclusion is the
The ·Board of Regents, he
Just after the local season
South's richest rac;e - the paved oval. The .biggest event
said,
must decide which gradeach year is the state late opens, · the big road race at
uate
programs
will be offe red
model' championship in which Sebring is held. This 11ace,
,
in
what
state
universities,
and
I
the best in the state and out- broken down into divisions,
of-state cars compete, some features -everything in cars if there should be duplication
Cosmetic Studio
Home of the
from as far iaway as Louisi- from stock D a t s u n s to of programs in the state uniFREE HOUR OF BEAUTY
ana, Ohio, and the Carolinas. Porsche· prototypes and in versities.
NORTHGATE SHOPPING CTR, MALL
Local racing _ is some of drivers from the president of
8913 FLORIDA AVENUE
.
Phone 932-2232
the most colorful in the nation local sports clubs to Mario
because of the cars and the Andretti.
drivers. Proba·b ly the most
The USF student lives in a
SKYWAY DRIVE IN THEATER
vivid car on this year's scene very racey neighborhood.
Wed.-Thurs
Aug. 14, 15 .

as

USF Students Live In

"There are a lot of programs in the mill or in the
tl1inking that haven't been
presented to the Graduate
Council yet," Dr. Lawton
said.
He said he expe ted to receive a lot of graduate proposals in October or November.
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QUALITY EDUCATION FOR
YOURCIDLD!

.NEW MIDDLE SGHOOL

b

(Grades 5 thru 8)
Not.p accepUng applications
for September.Openings

TEMPLE TERRACE FLORIST

• inter-racial

Fast Hot, Racey Area

.Taste
that
beats
the
others
cold!

• inter-faith
• upgraded-approach
• limited enrollment

' FLOWERS FOR
ALL OCCASIONS
,, PH. 988-5010

• individualized programs Call:
Betty Anderson

~faril vn Gatlin
932-9598

Ph. 877-3839 ~

Temple Terrace Florist
8912 • 56th St.

INDEPENDENT DAY SCHOOL
420 Bullard Parkway

mERLE ·noRm An

Results Given

Two Technicolor Hits
Rod Toylor
"HOTEL"
• Tony Curtis·

Aug. 16, 171

Fri.-Sat.

Honest-toPepsi taste!

'P EPSI•

COLA_

,

Soccer Schedule Slated

"NOT WITH MY'
WIFE YOU DON'T"

Giant Spook-a-Rama

.

"BRIDES OF BLOOD"
"BLOOD FIEND"
"~LOOD CREATU,RES"

-un.-Mon.-Tues.Aug, 18, 19,20
Two Technicalor Hits

· Pick up an extra carton ,today!

"SWEET RIDE"

"PSYCHE OUT"
Starts 8:30

SEE YOU IN
S¢ptemb~r

The Physical Education Department has announced the
soccer schedule for the 1968-69 season:
Sept. 27
3:-30 p.m.
Sept. 28
2 p.m.
Oct. 5
3
p.m.
Oct. 11
3:30 p.m.
Oct.18
Oct. 19 .
8
p.m.
Oct. 25
3
p.m.
Oct. 26
Nov; 2
3
p.m.
Nov. 9
2
p.m.
Nov. 15
3
p.m.
Nov. 16
11
a .m.
3 :30 p.m.
The Division of Fine Arts Nov. 23
has. established a new pro- · F;Iorida Presbti:erian · Home
Miami
There
gram leading to a degree in
St. Louis
There
Dance.
Florida Southern ·
Horne
'.I'he Threatre Centre, to be
There
Quincy Tournament
readied for occupancy in SepQuipcy Tournament
There
tember, will house dance stuFlorida
Home
dios.
St. Pete Soccer Club Home
Four courses will be offered
MacDill AFB
Home
Quarter I and will be taught
:Miami
by Miss Chifra Holt: DAN 123,
Home
E mbry-Riddle
Introduction to Dance TechHome
Florida ·
nique; DAN 206, Ballet I; and
There
St. Leo
DAN 223, Improvisational
Horne
Dance, and· DAN 306, Modern
Dance Techniques.
1
1mss HOLT, who is joining
the Division of Fine Arts faculty this fall, has studied and
performed witli the Alwin Nikolais Dance Company, the
The Cages, aportfolio of 12
Martha Graham Company, original intaglio prints by Al
Paul Sanasardo and Campa-. Blaustein, is on exhibit in the
ny, Pearl Lang· and Company, Fine Arts Humanities Gallery.
and others.
The intaglio prints, on disHer teaching experience inplay
every weekday from 8
cludes ~mith College, Martha
Graham School of Contempo- a.m. to 5 p.m. were m ad~ by
rary Dance; Juilliard School etching metal plates.
of Music and Dance, Creative
Blaustein's prints r eflect
Arts Workshop, Henry Street highly personal observations
Playhouse, and the New York of life in The Cages, the r edBoard of Education.
light district of a town in
Addition a I information India. The artist Uses a realisabout the Dance program tic approach to his subject
m ay be obtained from Harri- matter, and shows much te chson W. Covington, associate nical_competency in his etchdean,. Division of Fine Arts. ilig.

Dance Degree

Established In
_fine Arts

CANNON~

TOWEL SHOP·

~ntaglio Exhibit

In FAH Gall.ery

Wayne Ralph

Designs, Builds
Own Computer

University of South Florida
OFFICIAL NEWSPAPER
News• Sports • Editorials • Featurts

0RI\.CLE
The Paper With A
Personality

A special purpose electronic
analogue computer will be
used for demonstration and
teaching ·purposes by the E nergy Conversion Department
of the College of Engineering.
The computer was designed
and constructed by . Wayne
Ralph, a gradua te student,
who is writing his thesis on
computers. Dr. L. A. Scott,
chairman of the College of
E ngineering and Energy Conversion Department head,
served as his advisor.
In contrast to a digital computer an analogue computer
is essentially a continuous device. An an'alogue computer
may be used to solve mathema tical equations, to simulate
a physical system, or to control a physica l process. A digital computer opera tes with
discr ete numbers.
One section of a larger computer has been used as the
basis of the a na logue computer to show the need for mathematical integration to introductory computer classes.

TEMPLE TERRACE PLAZA
Corner Temple Terrace Hwy. & 56th Street

BARTOW SHOPPING MALL
1050 North Broadway-Bartow

AI Blaustein is ·a well-known
painter, print-maker a n d
teacher. He is r epresented in
private collections' and museums including the Metropolit an Museum, Whitney Museum, Library of Congress , Boston Museum of Fine Arts and
Pennsylvania Academy.
The prints, published •in limited numbers earlier this
year, .a re USF's most recent
·art acquisitions.

WUSF Gets
Equipment _
WUSF-TV tripled its remote
a nd studio capabilities with
seven· RCA camera chains
and additional control equipment received from New
Yor k's WPIX-T.V. Rich Steck,
broaqcast coordinator f o r
WUSF-TV-FM announced the
donation this week.
"The generosity of this
donation is another exa mple of
the fine support public television r eceives from commercial broadcasteds," s ta t e d
G. C. Eicholz, general mana ger of WUSF-TV.

.
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WASH .CLOTHS
WHITE AND
ASS'T' COLORS

l11

VALUES TO 49'

•

;,

l

HAND TOWELS
TERRY& VELOUR
ASS'T. COLORS

49' VALUES

2 I ·ta;
7~
.(Dr
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BEGIN NEXT WEDNESDAY

Bookstore

Quarter IV Final Exams Set
to report 15 minutes prior to the eiramination time. Please emphasize to
your classes the importance of reporting to the correct room. The student
~ kno•1 hi~ section number in order to pick up his answer sheet at the
·•
proper table, .

EXAM

sc:m:JULEJ THtE

llSA

Friday, August 23, _ 1:00 p.m. - _ 3:Q:) p,l!h

ALL

FAH 101

Friday,_ August 23a

css 109

ALL

BSA

.Thursday, August 22, 1:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.

css

110

ALL

ENA

Thursday, August ·22. 1:00 p.m. - 3:00 p,m,

CBS 12!)

ALL

BUS 106

Thursday, Ausust 22, 3:30 p.a. - 5:30 p.m.

Ci!S 201

ALL

BSA

Thursday, August 22, 3:30 p.m, - 5:30 p.m.

css 202

ALL

E!IA.

'Thursday, August 22, 3:3J p.m. - . 5:}0 p.m.

ALL

CLlS 102

'

1:00 p.m. -

2

AUG.23
FRI DAY

AUG.24
SATURDAY

2 MWF or
'
2 M-F ,or
2,3 MWF

3 Ml-IF , or
3 M-F, or
3,4 M~JF

4 MWF, or
'4 M-F

10:30-12:30 P.H.

CBS 208
CBS 210

4T 3 ,4R or
34 TR

5,6T 6R,or
56 TR

I ,2T, 2R,or
I ,2 TR

CBS 308

CBS 109
CBS 110

CBS ·JOl
CBS 102

78T 7R,or
78TR ·

CBS 205
CBS 206
CBS 207

CBS 201
CBS 202

CBS 302

5 11WF, or

6 1-!WF,
6 M-F

CBS 301

I Ml-IF , or
.I H-F, or
1,2 M~JF

.

3:0·J p.m.

3

J:00-3:00 P. 11.

I

\

DAY NURSERY
·& KINDERGARTEN ·

'

3:30•5:30

CBS 205

ALL.

TAT

Wednesday, August 21, 3:30 p,m. - 5:31 p.m. ·

CllS 206

ALL

TAT

Wednesday, August 21, 3: 30 p.~. - 5:30 p,m,

C.3S 207

ALL

TAT

eednesday, August 21, 3:30 p.m. - 5:30 p.m.

5

P.

6:00•8:00 P.

ti,

H,

New Air Conditioned Facility Serving Hot Meals ancl
■
Offering Expert Supervision
USF
Mon. • 'Sat.

5 M-F, or
56 MWF

or

8 MWF, or

8 M-F, or
8,9 M\-/F

9 MWF, or
9 M·F
'

(Eveni.ng Cl ass Exam i nat i ons)
THURSDAY

FRIDAY

10 MWF ,or
10 M-F ,or
9, JO TR

ECN 201-003
ECN 202-003
(see not e~;)

Conf I ict
Make-ups

WeC:nesday
Eveni ng
Classes

Thu r;;day
Eveni ng
Classes .

Monday
Evening
Classes

WEDNESDAY

CBS 208

ALL

PHY 141

·wednesday, August 21, 10:30 a.m. :· 12:30 p,m.

CllS 210

ALL

PHY 209

Wednesday, August

CBS 220

.tu.L

BUS 106

'
Friday, August 23, 1:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.

CBS 301

ALL

BS.\

Thursday, August 22, 6:00 p.m. _. S:00 p.m.

CBS 3U2

/J,L

ESA

Friday, M&ust 23 1 3:30 p.m. - 5:30 p.m.

21,

AUG.22
THURSDAY

A'.J G.21
\.IEDNESDAY
8:00-10:00 A,M.

!QQ!f

CBS lOi

TIME

PERIOD

ens .EY.Af!Ii~ATIO.i .DAI ES: Wetlnesday, August 21 through Saturday, August 24. 1968.
SECTIONS

I
I

EXCEPT FOR CERTAIN SPECIFIED COURSES, EXAMINATIONS HAVE SE EN DETERMINED SY TIME OF REGULA!\
CLASS MEET ING,

NOTE: Due to the riew_systett of pre-gridded ans~er sheets, the students are ask ed

COURSE

The USF Bookstore used book, Buy-Back will be held
.
Aug. 21, 22 and 23:
~will be in room 47 of the University
Buy-Back
The
@
Center. It is to be held each day from 8:30 a.m. to noon,
and from 1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
Mrs. Wilma L. Schoenbaum , bookstore manager II,
I
said the Bookstore will buy back quantities of books to be
used in courses this fall. A book wholesaler will be on
@'1
.~
hand to purchase any books the Bookstore can't use.
The Bookstore pays up to 50 per cent of a book's purchased price. The wholesaler's prices are usually lower.
Both the Bookstore and the wholesaler pay on the basis
of a book's condition.
Students who could not return books earlier this
quarter from dropped courses may still get good prices
for their books. They should bring to the Buy-Back their
drop slips, ·cash register receipts, and Student I.D. Cards.
3_·

10 \./EEK COURSES 01lLY
FI NAL EXAri l NATI ON SCHrnULE, QUARTER IV, 1968

BASIC STUDIES FLi"AL EM·ITi, ATIOi~ SCHEDULE

PLEASE

0,~

10:30 a,m. - 12:30 p.m.

.6

8:15-10:15 P.M •

SATURDAY

------· ------ ------ ------

* Both

Tuesday
Even ing
Classes

Wl 201-003 and ECM 202-,003 will be given

In BSA on Thursday, August 22, 1968, at 8:15 P. M.

COURSE

SECTION

aoo:1

SCHEDULEll TL !E

CBS 308

001,005

!AH 280

Wednesday, August 21, 1:00 p.m, - 3:QO p,m.

002,005

FAR 278

Wednesday, August 21, 1:00 p.m, - 3:00 p.m.

003

FAH 275

Wednesday, August 21, .1:00 p.m, - 3:00-p.m.

004,013

FAll 279

Wednesday, August 21, 1:00 p.m. - 3:00 p,m.

007,009,014

FAR 288

Wednesday, August 21, 1 ·: 00 p.m. - 3:00 p,m,

008

FAli 276

Wednesday, August 21, 1:00 p.m, - 3:00 p,m.

010,011

FAH 277

Wednesday, Ai:gust 21, 1:00 p,m,- - 3:00 p,m.

012

FAil 277

Wednesday, August 21, 1:00 p.m. - 3:00

The · dorms wm · re-open for
an expected 1855 residents at
noon, September 22.
All 12 dorms were filled by

p,m.

Sandals

Vests

Bags

Belts

Hair Pieces
Ear Wires

Skirts
Moccasins

ALL ITEMS CUSTOM MADE

Alpha, Gamma To Close August 25 At Noon
USF's 445 resident hall students must check out before
noon August 25, according to
the Housing and Food service.

Phone 935-5107

13202 15th St.

306 N•.DALE MABRY

April 1 for the coming school
year.
Fontana and DeSoto •Halls
will open at the same time as
the dorms, and still have
vacancies . for t he fall. Students living with.in a 20 mile
radius of USF are eligible to
live in Desoto and Fontana.

of ~andwieh
Open until 1 A.M.

VOLKSWAGEN SERVICE

/

NOTE1 All Basic Studies l ansuage courses, except CBS 120 and CBS 220 1 will have their
CLASS ,1EETS

DWI TI:1E

1 HWF
2 UHF

Wednesday, August 21, 8:00 a.m. - 10:00 a.m.
00 a.m. - 10:00 a.m.
lhursday, August 22, S:_
Friday, August 23, 8:00 a.m. - 10:00 a.m.
Saturday, August 24, 8:00 a.m. - 10:00 a.m.
~aturday, August 24, 3:30 p.m. - 5:30 p.m.
Saturday. August 24, 3:30 p.m. - 5:30 p.m.

3 ttW?
4 111-JF

5 HUF
6 UHF

Special Bus for USF
SERVICE CUSTOMERS
.LEAVES for USF
Administration Bldg. at
8:15 A.M.
Return Trip 4:30 P.M.

✓-

final according to meet i ng t ime (See below).

Birdsong

Phone

w.

M~f;;;·i;~:-"'~

-

935-3985
935-8024

10124 Florida Ave.
10200-30th St.
909 Kennedy BlvcJ.

254-7461

tampa~s fin,st anll N~~st Sari_dwich Shops

Where Better Sandwiches _are.Made

..

...

Quarter IV Textbook Buy Bac-k List
Below is a list of the books, arrange-cl by publisher, which will be
bought back by the USF Bookstore on August '21, 22, and 23. The
Bookstore will only be, able to buy up ·10 the quantities listed for
each title. All language books must be .clean (no translations) in
order to be sold. Any additional titles-requisitioned by professors
between today and August 21 will be posted on the back office win'
dow in the Book Department.
\

.

5-10
3-5
20-25
5-6

Ponofsky-Philli~s: CtASSICAL ELECTRICITY & MAGNETISM
.
Goldste111: CLASSICAL MECHANICS
Moise: ELEMENTARY GEOMETRY FROM AN ADVANCED STANDPOINT
Constant: FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES OF PHYSICS
Scoll: LINEAR CIRCUITS
Dorf: MODERN CONTROL SYSTEMS
Constant: THEORETICAL PHYSICS: MECHANICS

3-5 .

Lipsitz: AMERICAN GOVERNMENT: BEHAVIOR & CONTROVERSY (paper)
.Zehno & Johnson: ELEMENTS OF SET THEORY
Myers: FUNDAMENTALS OF EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
Bernard: HUMAN DEVELOPMENT IN WESTERN CULTURE
Morrison & Boyd: ORGANIC CHEMISTRY
fritz & Schenk: QUANTITATIVE ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY
Spoche: READING IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
1
Sur; etal: THIS IS MUSIC BOOK 3 (Teacher's Ed) (paper) 1/3

1/3

AMERICAN BOOK COMPANY
3-5
3-5

Hesse: SPANISH CONVERSATIONAL REVIEW G~AMMAR-clean only ,
Decker: MODERN FRENCH: IHTERMEDIA~~ . dean only
I

APPLETON-CENTURY-CROFTS
50-60
5-10
5-6
3-5
5-6
10-12
5-6
5-6
5-10
5-6

.
Hamm: CHEMISTRY
Reckless: THE CRIME PROBLEM (4th edition)
Bagley: LA FRANCE D'AUTREFOIS ET D'AUJOURD HUI-clean only
Breit: NINETEENTH CENTURY SPANISH PLAYS
Miller: PERSPECTIVES ON EDUCATIONAL CHANGE (paper) 1/3 ·
Bond & Tinker: READING DIFFICULTIES: THEIR DIAGNOSIS & CORRECT
Athearn: RISK ANO INSURANCE
Corson: STAGE MAKE-UP (student's edition)
Skinner: THE TECHNOLOGY OF TEACHING (paper) 1/3
Goldman: USING TE~TS IN COUNSELING

5-6

Lewis & Pryce: APPLICATION OF MATRIX THEORY TO ELECT. ENGINEERING
(paper) 1/3°

BARNES & NOBLE

BENJAMIN
3-5

: BASIC PRINCIPLES OF ORGANIC CHEMISTRY
Roberts & C
BLAISDELL
Chapman: ELECTROMECHANICAL ENERGY CONVERSION

WM. C. BROWN
5-6

DeVries: PHYSIOLOGY OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION & ATHLETICS

DODD MEAD
3-5

Borrell: FIVE CENTURIES- OF SPANISH LITERATURE (paper) 1/3

50-60
5-6

FRONTIERS OF PSYCHOLOGICAL RESEARCH (paper) 1/3
Slein: MATHEMATICS: THE MAN-MADE UNIVERSE

FREEMAN

HARCOURT, BRACE & :WORLD
10-12
5-6
5-6

Houghteling: THE DYNAMICS OF LAW (paper) 1/3
Garrett & Silver: PRODUCTION. MANAGEMENT ANALYSIS
Harrison, ed: SHAKESPEARE: THE COMPLETE WORKS

10-15
25-50
5-6
10-12
3-5
3-5
2-3
5-6
10-15
15-20

Downie &1 Heath: BASIC STATISTICAL METHODS
Leithold: THE CALCULUS WITH ANALYTIC GEOMETRY
do Silva :A CONCEPT APPROACH TO SPANISH • clean only
Cronboch: ESSENTIALS OF PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTING
Thompson: FOUNDATIONS OF PHYSIOLOGICAL PSYCHOLOGY
Gillette: AN INTRODUCTION TO SCENIC DESIGN
BACHELDER: THE PUPPET THEATRE HANDBOOK
Lucas: RENAISSANCE AND REFORMATION.
McDavid & H: SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY
Broom & Selznick: SOCIOLOGY (4th edition 1968 only)

HARPER

Randoll & Donald: THE CIVIL WAR AND RECONSTRUCTION
Keesee: ELEMENTARY ABSTRACT ALGEBRA
Turk: FOUNDATION COURSE IN SPANISH • clean only
Cioffari: ITALIAN REVIEW GRAMMAR & COMPOSITION • clean only
Denoeu: SOMMETS LITTERAIRES FRANCAIS-clean only

HOLT, RINEHART & WINSTON

'

ALLYN & BACON
15-20
15-20
5-6
10-12
10-12
3-5
5-6 .
5-6

McGRAW HILL cont.

HEATH

ADDISON WESLEY
2-3
2-3
5-6
5-6
3-5
3-5
2-3

✓

5-6
5-6
5-6
3-5
5-105-6
15-20
5-10
5-10
5-6
5-10
5-6
6-10
5-6
5-10
25-30
15-25
3-5
50-75
5-6

Persons: AMERICAN MINDS: A HISTORY OF IDEAS
Caldwell, etal: THE ANCIENT WORLD
Speroni & G: BASIC ITALIAH • clean only
Helson: CERAMICS: THE POTTER'S HANDBOOK (paper) 1/3
Blough.& S: ELEMENTARY SCHOOL SCIENCE & HOW TO TEACH IT
Goldschmidt: EXPLORING THE WAYS OF MANKIND (paper) 1/3 .
.
'
Ranney: THE GOVERNING OF MEN .
Sovelle & M: HISTORY OF COLONIAL AMERICA· rev.
Handlin: THE HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES, VOL. I
Dmytryshyn: IMPERIAL RUSSIA: A SOUR~EBOOK 1700-19]7 (paper) 1/3
Brockell: AN INTRODUCTION TO THE THEATRE
Weston & B: MANAGERIAL FINANCE
Schusky: MANUAL FOR KINSHIP ANALYSIS (paper) 1/3
Speroni & G: PANORAMA ITALIANO • clean only
Brockett: PLA-YS FOR THE THEATRE (paper) 1/3
Altick: PREFACE TO CRITICAL READINGS
Leftwich: THE PRICE SYSTEM & RESOURC-E ALLOCATION
Parker & Smith: SCENE DESIGN & STAGE LIGHTING
Knobler: THE VISUAL DIALOGUE
Easton: WESTERN HERITAGE: FROM EARLIEST TIME TO PRESENT

Brown & Mar~o: INTRODUCTION TO HEAT TRANSFER
2-3
. Dernburg & McDougal: MACRO-ECONOMICS
5-6
10-15 Dale: MANAGEMENT: THEORY ANO PRACTICE
Siegel: NONPARAMETRIC STATISTICS
1-2
20-25 McGregor: PROFESSIONAL MANAGER
10-15 Sorenson: PSYCHOLOGY IN EDUCATION
Blalock: SOCIAL STATISTICS.
5-10
McCabe & Smith: UNIT OPERATIONS OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
1-2

MACMILLAN
5-10
1S-25
10-15
3-5
5-10

Pennington: INTRODUCTORY COMPUTER METHODS & NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
.
Anderson: LANGUAGE SKILLS IN ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
Jorolimek; SOCIAL STUDIES IN ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
Gardiner, ed: THEORIES OF HISTORY
n: USA: A HISTORY-VOL 11 (2nd ed: only)
Perkin &'Van Deuse_
/

MERRILL

.

HOUGHTON, MIFFLIN

Fite & Reese: AN ECONOMIC HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES
Maier: PSYCHOLOGY IN INDUSTRY
Durr: READING INSTRUCTION: DIMENSIONS & ISSUES (paper) 1/3
Gibson: THE SENSES CONSIDERED AS PERCEPTUAL ·sYSTEMS

25-30
3-5
2-3
2-3

Elliot & W: BUSINESS INFORMATION PROCESSING SYSTEMS
Westfall & Boyd: CASES IN MARKETING MANAGEMENT
Haney: COMMUNICATION &' ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR
Thayer: COMMUNICATION & COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS
.
Rima: DEVELOPMENT OF ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
Robinson, etol: FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS
.
Mikesell -& Hay: GOVERNMENTAL ACCOUNTING
Prince: INFORMATION SYSTEMS FOR MANAGEMENT PLANNING & CONTROL
Cohen & Z: INVESTMENT ANALYSIS & PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT
Quint, etal: MAIN PROBLEMS IN AMERICAN HISTORY, VOL I (paper) ll,3
Moore & Kibbey: MANUFACTURING MATERIALS & PROCESSES
-Boyd & Westfall: MARKETING RESEARCH: TEXT & CASES
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